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Who We Are: 

We are a team of three who want to increase peace 

worldwide in our own way of thinking. We are contributing 

to the society, without demanding anything in return, so 

that people are interested can help themselves and their 

society through these resources. We do not solicit any 

particular ideology. None of us demand any money from 

anyone by using the reputation of this forum. If you have 

any such complaints, please let us know at this email: 

unannesha@gmail.com 

 

What We Do: 

 Juristic writing on law. 

 Holding a prayer service. 

 Spiritual Counselling 

 Spiritual Dispute Resolution 

 Spiritual online courses 

 Spiritual book club 
 
Membership: 
Currently we are not taking any membership. However, if 
you want to share your thoughts with us, though we 
cannot guarantee that your comments will be posted, 
please email: unannesha@gmail.com  
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Research Statement: 

 

“Is it true that the way we were living before formation of United 

Nation was really wrong?” 

Author: Annesha Kar Gupta 

 

Issue: This question has no straight yes or no answer. It is true that 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) is failing in many countries 

whereas United Nations had a successful Millennium Development Goals 

(MDG) which inspired them to proceed for SDGs. UN knew that getting 

100% success at SDGs like MDGs is difficult, but it was unimaginable that 

SDGs could fail in that way as the way it is failing nowadays. 

Rule: There are three revolutions happen since 10000 BC which are as 

follows- 

 Agriculture Revolution: Since 10000 BC to 1700 AD Monarchy and 

political class played a great influencing role at our society. Monarchy 

across the world except England, ruled the globe according to law of 

fact, whereas His Majesty King Henry-II introduced rule of law 

through English Common Law System and that separated England 

from other countries. England was a constitutionalist country whereas 

other countries were a mix of constitutionalist and theocratic systems. 

Even though political class superseded hereditary monarchy through 

right wing, it was never been able to supersede rule of law because 

the fundamental structure of England was constitutionalist system 

which means a system of law that create morality on the basis of 

natural law, ie interaction between air, fire, water, earth, and intuition.  

 Industrial Revolution: Since 1700-2000 AD the raise of left wing 

through industrial revolution voiced for freedom through freedom from 

colonization, freedom from population control, and freedom from 

industrial control. This revolution superseded political class through 

plutocracy and to introduce pure democracy. 
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 Intelligence Revolution: Civilian class rules through artificial 

intelligence during this revolution. Legislation and election are no 

more ceremonial now. It gives pure power to people to voice their 

freedom and to prove that common people do not need rulers, but 

rulers need those most.  

Application: United Nation formed with a noble intention during this period 

to bring freedom from plutocracy and introduction of pure democracy, but it 

is failing in SDGs for lack of intelligence Revolution. It was true that 

colonialism should be ended, but end of colonialism has two bad impacts 

on colonized countries which are as follows: 

 Presupposition Theory of Kelsen: Kelsen said that colonial are 

standing there where rulers left them. To some extent this version is 

true because many people are living in colonial mentality or nostalgia 

crisis. They are living mentally at colonized period and passing that 

thinking down to their next generations who are maintaining that 

hangover strictly.  

 Lack of Heroic Leaders: In British era, many heroic leaders saved 

colonized societies in many different ways. For example, British rulers 

gave right of audience at Parliament to Raja Ram Mohan Roy to 

legislate a law to ban on ‘Sati-Pratha’. These heroic leaders played a 

huge role to voice those who fought for freedom from colonization.  

However, now lack of heroic leaders caused lack of intelligence revolution 

in some countries. This gave raise of plutocracy and propaganda in some 

countries. This is frustrating the goal of SDGs.  

MDGs were restricted to developed countries. Developed countries are 

accepted the revolution of intelligence strictly since 2000 AD onwards. 

Universities or other scholarly institutions do research work through its 

team and these research works become the basis or foundation of political 

policy framing. So in developed countries, civilians are in rule and that is 

the reason of hundred percent successes of MDGs of United Nations. 

However, some theocratic developing and under-developed countries are 

still unable to accept the revolution of intelligence. People are still affected 
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by colonial mentality or nostalgia and wealthy people are taking the benefit 

out of it. These countries where SDGs are failing still living under the 

industrial revolution concept or stage where rich people are making rules, 

not civilians as it does at developed countries.  

Moreover, heroic leaders are not present in these theocratic developing 

and under-developed countries to make people understand the difference 

of ruling between before 2000 AD and after 2000 AD, ie rule of plutocracy 

and rule of civilians. This proves the words of kelsen’s presupposition 

theory again. 

So in light of the above discussion, we can say that freedom from 

colonization was required. United nation correctly said that the way we 

were living not the right way. Freedom from colonization was a step of 

upliftment from rule of rich to rule of civilian, but some countries failed to 

accept that privilege that developed countries accepted easily.  

We needed freedom and United Nation, but we still are living in incorrect 

way of living. Every country needs to accept the revolution of intelligence 

and need to introduce it through its Universities or other scholarly 

educational institutions. They need to discuss their finding globally and 

these research works should be the basis for legislation of laws or policy 

framing for both public and political party policies.  

The day every country will achieve this, then United Nation can proudly say 

that the way we lived our life until today was incorrect. Currently, UN 

cannot say this because our way of life is still incorrect even though we are 

free from foreign colonization.  

It is the duty of UN to free territories from self-proclaimed colonization too. 

For example, in Cameroon we can see that an intra state war is going on. 

Article 12 of UN Charter says that UN has no power intervene between 

state’s personal affair, but when a country is under modern war, then it is 

the fundamental duty of United Nation to intervene there because the 

constitution of UN says that it was formed to stop every kind of war, ie jus 

in bello and jus in ad bellum. Humanitarian laws are getting violated directly 

and/or indirectly everyday in Cameroon. So preamble or reason of 
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fundamental formation plays its role over its Articles because Articles 

derive its power from Preamble or fundamental reason of foundation. No 

right is absolute, and so Article 12 also not absolute. When modern war 

means intra state war is violating rights of human being and humanitarian 

laws, then this is the duty of UN to play the role of heroic leaders, as Britain 

played, to escape these nations from this kind of ruling and help them to 

overcome from presupposition mental concept so that they can accept the 

new revolution of intelligence and that will lead the success of SDGs. 

Conclusion: In conclusion we can say that this statement is partially true 

that the way we were living not correct, unless and until every nation shall 

be able to accept the rule of civilians means revolution of intelligence. 

References: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTmrtPCQ7yI  

 The Anarchist: The Doctrine of Nine Demonic Gatekeepers by E. A 

Koetting  

 International Law by Very Short Introduction  

 Modern War by Very Short Introduction  

 https://treasuryofenglishlaws.wordpress.com/2019/04/11/grundnorm-

of-kelsen/ 
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https://treasuryofenglishlaws.wordpress.com/2019/04/11/grundnorm-of-kelsen/
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In The Quest of The God 

Click on the link for listening in detail: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9TtI0pC3NI  

The quest of God is very hard to find. Being a very simple person and a 

family man I was wondering where God is? I am trying to find out God in 

everywhere. Who is God are completely my own thoughts. The person who 

do not have time to sit for meditation or yoga because I have to fight for my 

life survival, then where can I find God?  

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9TtI0pC3NI
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Somnath De, Informatic of this forum asks you: 

How this war is affecting Sustainable Development Goals of United 

Nation? 

Please click on the link to listen to the issue: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCRc5voQ6R0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ifShcUcfbU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dI5lO3J6QYc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXylHMy9X0M  

And if you wish to share your thoughts, then with your name and 

express permission email us so that we have right to publish your 

work at next issue. Please email at: unannesha@gmail.com 

Happy  

March! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCRc5voQ6R0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ifShcUcfbU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dI5lO3J6QYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXylHMy9X0M
mailto:unanneash@gmail.com

